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WAKE-ON-EVENT GAME CLIENT AND 
MONITOR FOR PERSISTENT WORLD 

GAME ENVIRONMENT 

BACKGROUND 

0001 1. Technical Field 
0002 The present application relates generally to an 
improved data processing system and method. More spe 
cifically, the present application is directed to a wake-on 
event game client and monitor for a persistent world game 
environment. 

0003 2. Description of Related Art 
0004. The origin of multiplayer games may trace back to 
Dungeons & Dragons(R or even tabletop war games. "Dun 
geons & Dragons' is a registered trademark of Wizards of 
the Coast in the United States, other countries, or both. 
These role playing games or tabletop games are typically 
played with pen-and-paper, dice, counters, markers, or the 
like. Players typically sit around a table and play out actions 
for fictional characters. 

0005. A massively multiplayer online role playing game 
(MMORPG) is an online computer or console game in 
which a large number of players interact with one another in 
a virtual world. As in all role playing games (RPGs), players 
assume the role of a character and take control over most of 
that character's actions. The virtual world may be a fantasy 
setting, a science fiction universe, or the old west, for 
example. The beginning of massively multiplayer online 
role playing games may be traced back to the multi-user 
dungeon (MUD), which is a text-based multiplayer game 
that uses a command line interface. However, with the rising 
acceptance of personal computers, as well as increased 
graphical capabilities of personal computers and video game 
consoles, massively multiplayer online role playing games 
have become wildly popular around the world. In fact, part 
of the draw of massively multiplayer online role playing 
games is that players from any continent may be online at 
any given time. 
0006 Massively multiplayer online role playing games 
distinguish from single-player or Small multi-player role 
playing games by the game's persistent world. The persis 
tent world is hosted by a server and continues to exist and 
evolve even when a given player is not logged in. Persistent 
worlds may also include non-player characters (NPCs), 
marketplaces, auction houses, buildings, animals, vehicles, 
etc. This results in a game world that is far more dynamic, 
diverse, realistic, and addictive than those of other games. 
0007 Players of persistent world games tend to invest a 
great deal of time in their online characters, in some cases 
to the detriment of their real-life counterparts. The player is 
considered online when the player is logged into the game 
server through a game client and interacting with the per 
sistent virtual world on a regular basis. Conversely, a player 
is considered offline when the player is not logged into the 
game server through a game client. A typical player per 
forms tasks, such as completing quests, practicing skills or 
crafts, obtaining items, or selling items, to improve the 
attributes or status of the character. Often, players become 
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obsessed with the virtual world, not wanting to miss par 
ticular events or to allow other players to surpass them in 
ability or wealth. 

SUMMARY 

0008. The illustrative embodiments recognize the disad 
vantages of the prior art and provide a mechanism for 
automatically “waking or “launching a game client in 
response to particular game events occurring within a per 
sistent world online game. A player agent for an offline 
player includes an event monitor that monitors for events 
that occur in a persistent virtual world maintained by a game 
server. When a game event occurs that triggers an offline 
player rule, the player agent may automatically activate 
execution of game client software. The player agent may 
also automatically log the player into the game server 
through the game client Software. The player agent may 
generate and present a launcher dialog prompting the offline 
player whether to launch the game client software. Alterna 
tively, the player agent may send a notification message to 
a messaging device of the offline player with instructions for 
launching the game client Software remotely. Responsive to 
receipt of a message including a launch command, the player 
agent may automatically launch the game client Software on 
a game client device associated with the offline player. A 
launcher application may run on the game client device to 
monitor for launch requests from a remote player agent. 
0009. In one illustrative embodiment, a method for 
launching a game client responsive to game events within a 
persistent virtual world online game managed by a game 
server is provided. The game server observes and generates 
game events for the persistent virtual world online game. 
The method comprises activating a player agent for an 
offline player. The player agent has an associated set of 
offline player rules. At least one offline player rule within the 
set of offline player rules defines a client launch event 
responsive to which the offline player wishes to launch a 
game client software on a game client device associated with 
the offline player. The player agent monitors for an occur 
rence of the launch event. The method further comprises 
automatically launching the game client software on the 
game client device associated with the offline player respon 
sive to an occurrence of the launch event. 
0010. In one exemplary embodiment, the player agent 
executes within the game server. In another exemplary 
embodiment, the player agent executes at a game client 
device associated with the offline player when the player is 
not logged into a game client application at the game client 
device. 
0011. In another exemplary embodiment, automatically 
launching the game client Software comprises sending a 
launch request from the player agent to a launcher applica 
tion running on the game client device associated with the 
offline player and, responsive to receipt of the launch request 
at the launcher application, sending one or more commands 
to an operating system on the game client device associated 
with the offline player to begin execution of the game client 
software. 
0012. In yet another exemplary embodiment, automati 
cally launching the game client software comprises present 
ing a launcher dialog interface prompting the offline player 
whether to launch the game client software and, responsive 
to an interaction from the offline player indicating to launch 
the game client Software, sending one or more commands to 
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an operating system on the game client device associated 
with the offline player to begin execution of the game client 
software. 
0013. In still another exemplary embodiment, automati 
cally launching the game client Software comprises sending 
an event notification message to a messaging device asso 
ciated with the offline player, wherein the event notification 
message includes instructions for launching the game client 
Software, and, responsive to receipt of a launch message 
from the messaging device associated with the offline player 
including a launch command, launching the game client 
Software on the game client device associated with the 
offline player. 
0014. In a further exemplary embodiment, automatically 
launching the game client Software comprises sending a 
launch request from the player agent to the game client 
device associated with the offline player and, responsive to 
receipt of the launch request at a network interface within 
the game client device associated with the offline player, 
performing a remote wake-up of the game client device. 
0015. In a still further exemplary embodiment, automati 
cally launching the game client Software further comprises, 
upon completion of the remote wake-up, determining, by a 
launcher application running on the game client device, that 
the launch request was received at the network interface, and 
sending, by the launcher application, one or more commands 
to an operating system on the game client device associated 
with the offline player to begin execution of the game client 
software. In another illustrative embodiment, a data process 
ing system for launching a game client responsive to game 
events within a persistent virtual world online game is 
provided. The data processing system may comprise a game 
server that observes and generates game events for a per 
sistent virtual world and a player agent that has an associated 
set of offline player rules. At least one offline player rule 
within the set of offline player rules defines a client launch 
event responsive to which the offline player wishes to launch 
a game client Software on a game client device associated 
with the offline player. The player agent monitors for an 
occurrence of the launch event. Responsive to an occurrence 
of the launch event, the player agent automatically launches 
the game client Software on the game client device associ 
ated with the offline player. 
0016. In other exemplary embodiments, the data process 
ing system performs various ones of the operations outlined 
above with regard to the method in the illustrative embodi 
mentS. 

0017. In another illustrative embodiment, a computer 
program product comprising a computer useable medium 
having a computer readable program is provided. The com 
puter readable program, when executed on a computing 
device, may cause the computing device to activate a player 
agent for an offline player. The player agent has an associ 
ated set of offline player rules and wherein at least one 
offline player rule within the set of offline player rules 
defines a client launch event responsive to which the offline 
player wishes to launch a game client Software on a game 
client device associated with the offline player. The com 
puter readable program may further cause the computing 
device to monitor for an occurrence of the launch event. 
Responsive to an occurrence of the launch event, the com 
puter readable medium may further cause the computer 
device to automatically launch the game client Software on 
the game client device associated with the offline player. 
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0018. In other exemplary embodiments, the computer 
readable program may cause the computing device to per 
form various ones of the operations outlined above with 
regard to the method in the illustrative embodiments. 
0019. These and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will be described in, or will become 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
following detailed description of the exemplary embodi 
ments of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020. The novel features believed characteristic of the 
invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention 
itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further 
objectives and advantages thereof, will best be understood 
by reference to the following detailed description of an 
illustrative embodiment when read in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, wherein: 
0021 FIG. 1 depicts a pictorial representation of an 
exemplary distributed data processing system in which 
aspects of the illustrative embodiments may be imple 
mented; 
0022 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
processing system in which aspects of the illustrative 
embodiments may be implemented; 
0023 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a multiplayer 
online persistent world game environment in accordance 
with an exemplary embodiment; 
0024 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the functional 
components of a player agent in accordance with an exem 
plary embodiment; 
0025 FIG. 5 depicts an event notification rule configu 
ration user interface in accordance with accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment; 
0026 FIG. 6 depicts a notification event message pre 
sented on a wireless phone display in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment; 
0027 FIG. 7 depicts a notification event message pre 
sented as an electronic mail message in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment; 
0028 FIG. 8 depicts a notification event message with 
reply instructions presented on a wireless phone display in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment; 
0029 FIG. 9 depicts a reply message for performing an 
offline action on a wireless phone display in accordance with 
an exemplary embodiment; 
0030 FIG. 10 depicts a Web-based offline player rule 
customization interface in accordance with an exemplary 
embodiment; 
0031 FIG. 11 depicts a message for composing an offline 
player rule on a wireless phone display in accordance with 
an exemplary embodiment; 
0032 FIGS. 12A-12E are block diagrams illustrating 
wake-on-event game clients and monitors for a persistent 
world game environment in accordance with the illustrative 
embodiments; 
0033 FIG. 13 depicts a game client launcher dialog user 
interface in accordance with accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment; 
0034 FIG. 14 depicts a notification event message with 
launch instructions presented on a wireless phone display in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment; 
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0035 FIG. 15 depicts a reply message for performing an 
offline action on a wireless phone display in accordance with 
an exemplary embodiment; 
0036 FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for waking a game client in response to game 
events within a persistent virtual game world in accordance 
with an illustrative embodiment; 
0037 FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for prompting a user to wake a game client in 
response to game events within a persistent virtual game 
world in accordance with an illustrative embodiment; 
0038 FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for notifying an offline player in response to 
game events within a persistent virtual game world and 
automatically launching a game client in accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment; and 
0039 FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
launcher application running on a game client in accordance 
with an illustrative embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS 

0040. The illustrative embodiments described hereafter 
provide a mechanism for generating virtual world event 
notifications from within a persistent world game. As such, 
the illustrative embodiments may be implemented in a 
distributed data processing environment in which multiple 
computing devices are utilized along with one or more data 
networks. Accordingly, FIGS. 1 and 2 hereafter are provided 
as examples of a distributed data processing environment 
and computing devices in which exemplary aspects of the 
illustrative embodiments may be implemented. FIGS. 1 and 
2 are only exemplary and are not intended to state or imply 
any limitation with regard to the types and/or configurations 
of computing devices in which the illustrative embodiments 
may be implemented. Many modifications to the computing 
devices and environments depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2 may be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention. 
0041. With reference now to the figures, FIG. 1 depicts a 
pictorial representation of an exemplary distributed data 
processing system in which aspects of the illustrative 
embodiments may be implemented. Distributed data pro 
cessing system 100 may include a network of computers in 
which embodiments of the illustrative embodiments may be 
implemented. The distributed data processing system 100 
contains at least one network 120, which is the medium used 
to provide communication links between various devices 
and computers connected together within distributed data 
processing system 100. The network 120 may include con 
nections, such as wire, wireless communication links, or 
fiber optic cables. 
0042. In the depicted example, servers 102, 104, and 106 
are connected to network 120 along with storage unit 108. 
In addition, clients 112, 114, and 116 are also connected to 
network 120. These clients 112, 114, and 116 may be, for 
example, personal computers, network computers, or the 
like. In the depicted example, server 102 may provide data, 
Such as boot files, operating system images, and applications 
to the clients 112, 114, and 116. In this instance, clients 112, 
114, and 116 are clients to server 102 in the depicted 
example. Distributed data processing system 100 may 
include additional servers, clients, and other devices not 
shown. 
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0043 More particularly, distributed data processing sys 
tem 100 may provide a massively multiplayer online game 
environment. Server 102 may provide a game server for 
maintaining a persistent virtual world for clients 112, 114, 
116. A persistent virtual world is a representation of an 
environment with which players interact. The virtual world 
is persistent because the environment continues to exist and 
evolve even when a given player is not logged in. Server 102 
may run game server Software and maintain a database in 
storage 108 to track the states of objects, structures, and 
characters in the persistent virtual world. 
0044 Clients 112, 114, 116 may run game client software 
that a player uses to interact with the persistent virtual world. 
Clients 112, 114, 116 may render a two-dimensional or 
three-dimensional representation of the persistent virtual 
world, although clients 112, 114, 116 may also represent the 
virtual world using text, as in earlier multi-user dungeons 
(MUDs). The player typically interacts with the virtual 
world on behalf of, or from the perspective of the players 
character. In three-dimensional game environments, the 
player's character is represented by a three-dimensional 
player model. A significant draw of three-dimensional mul 
tiplayer online games is the ability to customize the appear 
ance of the player model, which is also referred to as an 
“avatar.” The players may initially customize the appearance 
of the player model by selecting facial features, body style, 
hair color, hair style, facial hair, and the like. Throughout the 
game experience, the player model may evolve, just as the 
virtual world itself evolves. For example, the player may add 
armor, weapons, clothing, functional enhancements, or com 
panions, such as pets. 
0045. The player is considered online when the player is 
logged into the game server through a game client and 
interacting with the persistent virtual world on a regular 
basis. Conversely, a player is considered offline when the 
player is not logged into the game server through a game 
client. While online, players may interact with the virtual 
world through commands, keystrokes, or mouse clicks. For 
example, a common user interface for massively multiplayer 
online role playing games is the WASD interface, where the 
virtual world is rendered from the perspective of the players 
character and the “W' key moves the character forward, the 
“A” key turns the character left, the “S” key moves the 
player backward, and the "D' key moves the player right. 
Other user interfaces may use the cursor keys, mouse look, 
a top-down third-party perspective, a chase camera perspec 
tive, or other known interface techniques. 
0046 Whenever a player character interacts with the 
virtual world, an event is generated and sent to the game 
server, e.g., server 102. For instance, if a player at client 112 
casts a spell on the character of the player at client 114, 
either a healing spell or an attack, an event is generated at 
client 112 and sent to server 102. Server 102 then generates 
an event and sends it to client 114. Server 102 also keeps 
track of the position, orientation, and status of each struc 
ture, character, and item. The evolution of the virtual world 
is the result of events. A database contains the current state 
of the virtual world. The events cause changes to the virtual 
world and, thus, the database. The role of the game client is 
essentially to represent these events graphically (or textu 
ally) to allow the player to monitor for events that are 
relevant to that player's character and to perform appropriate 
actions by interacting with the game client. 
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0047. In one illustrative embodiment, server 104 runs a 
notification server. Each player may configure a player agent 
with a set of offline rules. The player agent may run on game 
server 102, notification server 104, or one of clients 112, 
114, 116. The player agent monitors the events and applies 
the set of offline rules. If an event occurs that matches an 
offline rule, notification server 104 generates a message. 
Notification server 104 then sends the message to the offline 
player. The message may be, without limitation, an elec 
tronic mail message, an instant message, a Voice message, or 
a wireless phone message. 
0048. In another exemplary embodiment, server 106 may 
run a Web server application, which provides Web-based 
user interfaces for configuring rules or reading or composing 
messages for notification server 104. Thus, a player may 
configure the set of offline rules while at work through a Web 
interface without the need for a heavy, graphics-intensive 
game client. Alternatively, a player may configure offline 
rules through the game client itself or a specialized client 
application. 
0049. While the depicted example shows the game 
server, the notification server, and the Web server as separate 
physical devices, these servers, or various combinations of 
these servers, may actually be server applications running on 
the same physical device. For example, the game server and 
notification server may both run on server 102 and the Web 
server may run on server 104. Alternatively, the notification 
functionality may be integrated within the game server on 
Server 102. 

0050. In the depicted example, distributed data process 
ing system 100 is the Internet with network 120 representing 
a worldwide collection of networks and gateways that use 
the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/ 
IP) suite of protocols to communicate with one another. At 
the heart of the Internet is a backbone of high-speed data 
communication lines between major nodes or host comput 
ers, consisting of thousands of commercial, governmental, 
educational and other computer systems that route data and 
messages. Of course, the distributed data processing system 
100 may also be implemented to include a number of 
different types of networks, such as for example, an intranet, 
a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), or 
the like. As stated above, FIG. 1 is intended as an example, 
not as an architectural limitation for different embodiments 
of the present invention, and therefore, the particular ele 
ments shown in FIG. 1 should not be considered limiting 
with regard to the environments in which the illustrative 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented. 
0051. With reference now to FIG. 2, a block diagram of 
an exemplary data processing system is shown in which 
aspects of the illustrative embodiments may be imple 
mented. Data processing system 200 is an example of a 
computer, such as server 102 or client 112 in FIG. 1, in 
which computer usable code or instructions implementing 
the processes for illustrative embodiments may be located. 
0052. In the depicted example, data processing system 
200 employs a hub architecture including north bridge and 
memory controller hub (NB/MCH) 202 and south bridge 
and input/output (I/O) controller hub (SB/ICH) 204. Pro 
cessing unit 206, main memory 208, and graphics processor 
210 are connected to NB/MCH202. Graphics processor 210 
may be connected to NB/MCH 202 through an accelerated 
graphics port (AGP). 
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0053. In the depicted example, local area network (LAN) 
adapter 212 connects to SB/ICH 204. Audio adapter 216, 
keyboard and mouse adapter 220, modem 222, read only 
memory (ROM) 224, hard disk drive (HDD) 226, CD-ROM 
drive 230, universal serial bus (USB) ports and other com 
munication ports 232, and PCI/PCIe devices 234 connect to 
SB/ICH204 through bus 238 and bus 240. PCI/PCIe devices 
may include, for example, Ethernet adapters, add-in cards, 
and PC cards for notebook computers. PCI uses a card bus 
controller, while PCIe does not. ROM 224 may be, for 
example, a flash binary input/output system (BIOS). 
0054 HDD 226 and CD-ROM drive 230 connect to 
SB/ICH204 through bus 240. HDD 226 and CD-ROM drive 
230 may use, for example, an integrated drive electronics 
(IDE) or serial advanced technology attachment (SATA) 
interface. Super I/O (SIO) device 236 may be connected to 
SBFICH2O4. 
0055 An operating system runs on processing unit 206. 
The operating system coordinates and provides control of 
various components within the data processing system 200 
in FIG. 2. As a client, the operating system may be a 
commercially available operating system Such as 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R XP (Microsoft and Windows are 
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States, 
other countries, or both). An object-oriented programming 
system, Such as the JavaTM programming system, may run in 
conjunction with the operating system and provides calls to 
the operating system from JavaTM programs or applications 
executing on data processing system 200 (Java is a trade 
mark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other 
countries, or both). 
0056. As a server, data processing system 200 may be, for 
example, an IBM(R) eServer'TM pSeries(R) computer system, 
running the Advanced Interactive Executive (AIX(R) oper 
ating system or the LINUXOR) operating system (eServer, 
pSeries and AIX are trademarks of International Business 
Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, 
or both while LINUX is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the 
United States, other countries, or both). Data processing 
system 200 may be a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) 
system including a plurality of processors in processing unit 
206. Alternatively, a single processor System may be 
employed. 
0057. Instructions for the operating system, the object 
oriented programming system, and applications or programs 
are located on storage devices, such as HDD 226, and may 
be loaded into main memory 208 for execution by process 
ing unit 206. The processes for illustrative embodiments of 
the present invention may be performed by processing unit 
206 using computer usable program code, which may be 
located in a memory Such as, for example, main memory 
208, ROM 224, or in one or more peripheral devices 226 and 
230, for example. 
0.058 Abus system, such as bus 238 or bus 240 as shown 
in FIG. 2, may be comprised of one or more buses. Of 
course, the bus system may be implemented using any type 
of communication fabric or architecture that provides for a 
transfer of data between different components or devices 
attached to the fabric or architecture. A communication unit, 
such as modem 222 or network adapter 212 of FIG. 2, may 
include one or more devices used to transmit and receive 
data. A memory may be, for example, main memory 208, 
ROM 224, or a cache such as found in NB/MCH 202 in FIG. 
2. 
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0059 Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate 
that the hardware in FIGS. 1-2 may vary depending on the 
implementation. Other internal hardware or peripheral 
devices, such as flash memory, equivalent non-volatile 
memory, or optical disk drives and the like, may be used in 
addition to or in place of the hardware depicted in FIGS. 1-2. 
Also, the processes of the illustrative embodiments may be 
applied to a multiprocessor data processing system, other 
than the SMP system mentioned previously, without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 
0060 Moreover, the data processing system 200 may 
take the form of any of a number of different data processing 
systems including client computing devices, server comput 
ing devices, video game consoles, a tablet computer, laptop 
computer, telephone or other communication device, a per 
sonal digital assistant (PDA), or the like. In some illustrative 
examples, data processing system 200 may be a portable 
computing device which is configured with flash memory to 
provide non-volatile memory for storing operating system 
files and/or user-generated data, for example. Essentially, 
data processing system 200 may be any known or later 
developed data processing system without architectural 
limitation. 
0061 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a multiplayer 
online persistent world game environment in accordance 
with an exemplary embodiment. Public game server 312 
provides a massively multiplayer online game to game 
clients 302. Players interact with the persistent virtual game 
world through game clients 302, which may provide text 
based or graphical user interfaces for representing the per 
sistent virtual game world to the player. Current popular 
game clients represent virtual game worlds as three-dimen 
sional environments. The persistent game world may be, for 
example, a medieval fantasy setting, a futuristic science 
fiction universe, the old west, a Super hero universe, or any 
other environment that is suitable for a multiplayer online 
game. 
0062 Game clients 302 may be, for example, personal 
computers or video game consoles. Personal computers, as 
referred to herein, may include desktop computers, laptop 
computers, or any other computing device that is capable of 
running a game client application. A video game console is 
a specialized computing device that is used to play video 
games. The game Software itself may be available on a 
compact disc (CD) or digital video disc (DVD). Earlier 
game machines used cartridges containing read only 
memory (ROM) chips. Although video game consoles may 
be powered by similar processor chips as desktop comput 
ers, the hardware is under the entire control of the respective 
manufacturer, and the Software is specific to the machine's 
capabilities. Video game consoles may also include hand 
held video game devices, which are self-contained devices 
with audio capabilities and displays built-in. 
0063 As the persistent virtual game world evolves 
through interaction by the players and other events, such as 
scripted actions by non-player characters (NPCs), public 
game server 312 observes the interactions and may generate 
events. Public game server 312 then records the results of 
the events in information/game database 322. Public game 
server 312 may also broadcast events to all of the online 
players affected by the events within game clients 302. In 
most current implementations, the persistent virtual game 
world is divided into “Zones.” Thus, while there may be over 
2,000 players online at a given time, there may only be 200 
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players in a particular Zone. Therefore, when an event occurs 
in that Zone, such as a player attacking a non-player mer 
chant character, public game server 312 may broadcast the 
event to only the players in that Zone. A person or ordinary 
skill in the art will recognize that the manner in which game 
events are distributed to online player clients is not a focus 
of this disclosure. 
0064. In current massively multiplayer online games, 
offline player presence is severely limited. At best, a player 
may place an item up for auction and the auction house may 
sell the item on behalf of the player while the player is 
offline. However, offline player activity is limited to only 
selling items in the auction house and the offline activity 
must be configured through the game client while the player 
is online. In other implementations, the player must leave his 
or her client device logged in to allow the character to sell 
an item, for instance, or to perform any other action. This 
causes subscribers to feel a sense of loss whenever they are 
offline. That is, while a player is unable to have an online 
presence in the virtual game world, she may be missing 
critical events. For example, a player may return home from 
a long walk in the park to find out that her home city in the 
virtual world has been overrun by the enemy. 
0065. In accordance with an exemplary embodiment, 
player agents 332,334, 336 use offline player rules 342, 344, 
346 to monitor for events that are relevant to particular 
offline players. For example, each one of player agents 332, 
334, 336 may execute on behalf of an offline player. Player 
agents 332, 334, 336 may execute, for example, in game 
clients 302, public game server 312, notification server 314, 
or combinations thereof. The offline players configure offline 
player rules 342, 344, 346 to define what types of events are 
relevant, as well as how, when, and/or where event notifi 
cations are to be distributed. For instance, a particular player 
configures player agent 332 with offline player rules 342. 
Player agent 332 monitors events observed by and generated 
by public game server 312 or specific changes to the virtual 
world persisted to information/game database 322. If an 
event occurs that satisfies one of the set of offline player 
rules 342, player agent 332 generates an event notification 
message. In one exemplary embodiment, if an event satisfies 
more than one rule, then player agent 332 may combine the 
resulting event notifications into a single message. Alterna 
tively, the player agent may generate a separate event 
notification message for each player rule that is triggered. 
0.066 Notification server 314 may deliver event notifica 
tion messages to messaging clients 304. Event notification 
messages may include, without limitation, electronic mail 
messages, instant messages, Voice mail messages, facsimile 
transmissions, or wireless phone messages. As an example, 
player agent 332 may compose an electronic mail message 
containing the event information, and notification server 314 
may deliver it to one of message clients 304, through an 
electronic mail server, using the simple mail transfer proto 
col (SMTP). As another example, notification server 314 
may deliver an event notification message to a group of 
messaging clients 304 through Internet relay chat (IRC). As 
yet another example, notification server 314 may deliver an 
event notification message to a short message service (SMS) 
client. A person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that 
other known messaging techniques may be used. 
0067 Messaging clients 304 may be any client devices 
capable of receiving event notification messages. More 
particularly, messaging clients 304 may include, without 
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limitation, personal computers, telephone devices, personal 
digital assistants, push email client devices, set-top televi 
sion devices, or video game consoles. As an example, an 
offline player may receive a text message on his wireless 
telephone notifying him that his base is being attacked by the 
enemy. As a further example, a particular player may receive 
an email at work notifying her that a particular non-player 
character has appeared in the same Zone as her character. 
0068. In one exemplary embodiment, players may con 
figure offline player rules 342, 344, 346 using the game 
client applications on game clients 302. That is, the game 
client software may provide user interfaces for setting offline 
player rules. For example, a player may indicate whether 
event notification messages are to be sent to a particular 
wireless phone number, email address, or instant messaging 
identification. Offline player rules may also define whether 
notification messages shall include text, image, or voice, for 
example. A player may also define what types of events shall 
trigger event notification. 
0069. In another exemplary embodiment, web server 316 
may provide Web-based user interfaces for configuring 
offline player rules 342, 344, 346. Thus, players may con 
figure offline rules while at work using Web clients 306 
without the need for a graphics-intensive game client appli 
cation. Web clients 306 may include, without limitation, 
personal computers, Web-enabled wireless phone devices, 
or set-top television devices. 
0070. In accordance with another illustrative embodi 
ment, player agents 332, 334, 336 may generate events on 
behalf of offline players according to offline player rules 
342, 344, 346. Players may configure offline player rules 
342, 344, 346 with actions to be taken while the player is 
offline. Thus, the player's character may have a presence 
within the persistent virtual world even when the player is 
offline. If an event occurs that matches one of the offline 
player rules of a given character, the respective player agent 
may generate one or more events if the offline player rule 
calls for an action to be taken. The player agent then may 
send the one or more events to public game server 312 as if 
the event was generated by a game client for an online 
character. 

0071. In particular embodiments, an offline character 
may be represented in the persistent virtual game world just 
as a non-player character is represented. This may actually 
enhance the game experience, because players may provide 
interesting game content through the actions taken according 
to offline player rules. For instance, players may contribute 
to the persistent virtual world even while offline by provid 
ing offline player rules that offer quests to online characters. 
Offline players may dance for a few coins or upgrade armor 
for a price, for example. Alternatively, offline players may 
perform scripted actions to add to the overall story of the 
virtual world. In a sense, through careful configuration of 
offline player rules, a player's character may become a 
non-player character (NPC) while the player is offline. 
0072 Alternatively, offline players may add, modify, 
remove, or receive a list of offline player rules using 
messaging clients 304. When a player issues a message from 
one of messaging clients 304, notification server 314 may 
forward the message to the respective player agent 332,334. 
336. In response to appropriate incoming messages, player 
agents 332, 334, 336 may update offline player rules 342, 
344, 346. 
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0073. The game provider sees an added benefit, because 
an active community of players will provide a virtual 
environment that is truly built and shaped by the players. 
While game providers may still provide non-player charac 
ters, quests, expansions, and the like, the game community 
will be fueled by the imaginations of the subscribers. As a 
result, the game providers may experience a reduction in the 
cancellation rate of account memberships. 
0074 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the functional 
components of a player agent in accordance with an exem 
plary embodiment. Player agent 400 includes event monitor 
402, event generator 404, message parser 406, message 
composer 408, and rules manager 410. Event monitor 402 
receives events that are observed and generated by the 
public game server. Rules manager 410 performs a check 
against offline player rules 412 to determine if an incoming 
game event matches a rule. 
0075. If a game event received from event monitor 402 
matches one of offline player rules 412, rules manager 
triggers message composer 408 to compose an event noti 
fication message. Message composer 408 may simply for 
mulate a text message using a template, for example. In 
addition, message composer 408 may include in the message 
an image, such as a still image of the current state of the 
game or an image of an item, based on the active rule from 
offline player rules 412. The rules may also include a text 
message, Sound file, or the like to send as the message or 
attached to the message. This allows the user to customize 
the message he receives, much like a ring tone may identify 
a caller. Further, if indicated within the active rule, message 
composer 408 may perform text-to-speech conversion and 
output the event notification message as a Sound file, tele 
phone call, or voice mail. Message composer 408 then 
provides the generated message to the notification server. 
0076 Message parser 406 receives incoming messages 
that may add, modify, or remove rules in offline player rules 
412. Message parser 406 parses the message according to 
templates or a predefined syntax, for example. In response to 
appropriate incoming messages, rules manager 410 updates 
offline player rules 412. For example, rules manager 410 
may add more detailed events, request a still image or short 
Video, etc. 
0077. In another illustrative embodiment, rules manager 
410 may signal event generator 404 to generate game events 
on behalf of the offline player. In response to a particular rule 
being activated from offline player rules 412, or in response 
to an appropriate incoming message, rules manager 410 may 
activate event generator 404 to send a game event to the 
public game server as if the event were generated by an 
online player's game client. 
0078 FIG. 5 depicts an event notification rule configu 
ration user interface in accordance with accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment. Rules client window 500 provides 
an interface through which a player may configure offline 
player rules for event notification. Rules client window 500 
may be presented through a game client application running 
on one of game clients 302 in FIG.3, a Web browser running 
on one of Web clients 306 in FIG. 3, or a stand-alone 
application, for example. 
0079 Rules client window 500 includes a contact infor 
mation portion 510, a message content portion 520, and a 
notification type portion 530. In contact information portion 
510, the player may indicate whether he or she wishes to 
receive game event notifications by wireless phone, elec 
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tronic mail, or instant messenger. The player may provide 
the contact information in text entry fields 512. As an 
example, a player may check the “Wireless phone' box and 
enter a telephone number in the appropriate field. Contact 
information portion 510 may include more or fewer options 
depending upon the implementation. 
0080 Message contact portion 520 allows a player to 
indicate whether the message should include a text notifi 
cation, an image, or Voice. In an exemplary implementation, 
the player may check all three selections. If the “Image' 
selection is checked, the notification service may provide an 
image of an item or a screen capture from a game client of 
a nearby online player, for example. Alternatively, the game 
server may be configured to generate a low resolution image, 
for instance. If the “Voice' selection is checked, the notifi 
cation service may perform text-to-speech conversion and 
provide the event notification message as a voice message or 
Voice mail. Message contact portion 520 may also include 
fields to allow the user to specify message text, an image file, 
or sound file. 
0081. Notification type portion 530 allows a player to 
indicate what types of events should result in a notification 
message. In the depicted example, the types of notification 
events include a market price offer to buy an item the player 
is selling, an offer to sell an item the player has on a wish 
list, an attack on the player's guild hall, and an attack on the 
player's character. Notification type portion 530 presents a 
small number of checkboxes for simplicity; however, a 
person of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the 
catalogue of possible event types may be quite extensive and 
will likely include many more event types and more detailed 
and complicated rules. In an alternative embodiment, noti 
fication type portion 530 may include a notification entry 
interface that allows the player to customize notification 
types. 
0082 FIG. 6 depicts a notification event message pre 
sented on a wireless phone display in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. Message display 600 may be pre 
sented on one of messaging clients 304 in FIG. 3, for 
example. Message display 600 includes a text message 
display portion, which includes event notification content 
610. In the depicted example, the event notification alerts the 
player that a particular item is being offered for sale. The 
event notification also informs the player of the character 
offering the item for sale and the price. 
0083 FIG. 7 depicts a notification event message pre 
sented as an electronic mail message in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. Electronic mail window 700 may 
be presented on one of messaging clients 304 or one of Web 
clients 306 in FIG. 3, for example. Electronic mail window 
700 includes message portion 702. Message portion 702 
presents message header information and message content. 
The message content includes event notification content 
710. In the depicted example, the message content 710 is 
also accompanied by image 712. In this instance, image 712 
is of the item being offered for sale. In addition, in this 
example, the message portion also includes banner adver 
tisement 714. The game provider may use the event notifi 
cation messages as a vehicle to advertise related products or 
to sell advertising to partners. 
0084. In the depicted example, image 712 is of a particu 
lar item being offered for sale. However, the image may be 
any type of image related, or perhaps unrelated, to the event 
notification. For example, players may offer photographs to 
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be used in character profiles. As another example, image 712 
may be an illustration that is reasonably associated with the 
particular event. 
I0085. As another example, the image may be a screen 
capture taken by a nearest online player to the event or by 
the game server. For instance, if an online character offering 
the item for sale happens to be looking at the offline players 
character when making the offer, the game server may 
instruct the online character's game client application to take 
a low resolution screen capture and send the Screen capture 
image to the player agent composing the message. Alterna 
tively, if the offline character's city is attacked, the image 
may be a screen capture by a nearest online bystander, the 
offline player character's point of view, or even an attacker, 
showing the ruin left in the wake of the attack. In this 
manner, the event notification message may provide signifi 
cant persistent world information to an offline player 
through standard communications channels outside the 
game world. 
I0086 FIG. 8 depicts a notification event message with 
reply instructions presented on a wireless phone display in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment. Message dis 
play 800 may be presented on one of messaging clients 304 
in FIG. 3, for example. Message display 800 includes a text 
message display portion, which includes event notification 
content 810 and reply instructions 820. In the depicted 
example, the event notification alerts the player that a 
particular item is being offered for sale. The event notifica 
tion also informs the player of the character offering the item 
for sale and the price. 
I0087 Reply instructions 820 tell the player how to send 
a message into the event notification server to perform an 
offline action responsive to the event. In this example, the 
player may select “Reply' button 822 and reply to the 
message with the word “buy' to purchase the item. 
I0088 FIG. 9 depicts a reply message for performing an 
offline action on a wireless phone display in accordance with 
an exemplary embodiment. Message composition display 
900 may be presented on one of messaging clients 304 in 
FIG. 3, for example. Message composition display 900 
includes message entry portion 910. The player may enter a 
message to the game server in message entry portion 910. In 
the depicted example, the player enters the word “buy' in 
response to a particular offer for sale; however, the message 
may comprise specific instructions for offline player actions 
or rules. In particular, the player may use templates or a 
specific syntax for composing messages. When message 
composition is complete, the player may select “Send’ 
button 912 to send the message to the event notification 
server. When the event notification server receives, the 
message, the event notification server may generate a game 
event, as discussed above. 
I0089 FIG. 10 depicts a Web-based offline player rule 
customization interface in accordance with an exemplary 
embodiment. The rule customization interface may be pre 
sented as a Web page in a Web browser application interface 
running on one of Web clients 306 in FIG. 3, for example. 
Web browser window 1000 includes display area 1002 in 
which the offline player rule customization interface may be 
presented. 
0090 The offline player rule customization interface 
includes rules list portion 1010, “Add” button 1012, 
“Remove” button 1014, “Edit' button 1016, and “Done' 
button 1018. The existing rules are listed in rules list portion 
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1010. Selecting “Add” button 1012 may cause the Web 
client to generate another interface for entering a specific 
offline player rule. The interface (not shown for simplicity) 
for entering a specific offline player rule may be, for 
example, a simple text entry field. However, given the 
number of possible rules in a typical massively multiplayer 
online game, the interface for entering a rule may include 
radio buttons, check boxes, drop-down menus, and the like. 
0091. The player may select a rule in rule list portion 
1010 and select “Remove' button 1014 to remove the list 
from the list. Selecting a rule from rule list portion 1010 and 
selecting “Edit” button 1016 may generate an interface for 
entering rule information similar to that described above for 
adding a rule. When the player is finished adding, removing, 
and editing rules, the player may select “Done' button 1018 
to persist the rules to the offline player agent, which may 
reside locally on the game client or may reside at the game 
server or event notification server, as described above. 
0092. The player may also select “Command Syntax 
Help' button 1022 to view a help dialog. Since the number 
and complexity of the commands may be more than can be 
remembered by a casual user, the help dialog may present a 
list of commands and guidelines for the syntax. The help 
dialog may also include other information, such as fre 
quently asked questions, troubleshooting information, 
example commands, templates, etc. 
0093. In addition, display area 1002 may also present 
banner advertisement 1020. As stated above, the game 
provider may use the event notification messages as a 
vehicle to advertise related products or to sell advertising to 
partners. 
0094 FIG. 11 depicts a message for composing an offline 
player rule on a wireless phone display in accordance with 
an exemplary embodiment. Message composition display 
1100 may be presented on one of messaging clients 304 in 
FIG. 3, for example. Message composition display 1100 
includes message entry portion 1110. The player may enter 
a message to the game server in message entry portion 1110. 
In the depicted example, the player enters the rule “-addd 
when (attackonself, flee) to submit an offline player rule to 
be used by a player agent. In particular, the player may use 
templates or a specific syntax for composing messages. 
0095. The command editing commands may include 
“add,” “delete.” “change.” “and “view rules' commands. 
Thus, the user may compose a message beginning with 
“<add> followed by the command to be added, for 
example. Other commands are possible, such as “fleenow.” 
“attack,” and so forth, depending on the commands of the 
game client. Many online persistent world game clients 
include a command-line interface, although it is usually 
hidden from the user in the default interface. When message 
composition is complete, the player may select “Send’ 
button 1112 to send the message to the player agent through 
the event notification server. 
0096. In many current massively multiplayer online role 
playing games, which have persistent virtual worlds, players 
must wait for a particular event to happen. For instance, a 
player may have to battle a certain monster to complete a 
quest. An artificial intelligence controlled monster is often 
referred to as a “mob,” which is a term from the MUD era 
that refers to a “mobile' monster that patrols a set of rooms. 
Many times, a player knows where the monster will appear, 
or “spawn'; however, the player may not know when the 
monster will appear. This leaves an online player in a 
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situation where he must sit and wait, referred to as “camp 
ing.” This is often a source of frustration for many 
MMORPG players. 
0097. In accordance with some exemplary embodiments, 
a player agent may “wake' or “launch' the game client 
Software on the user's client device in response to a par 
ticular event. FIGS. 12A-12E are block diagrams illustrating 
wake-on-event game clients and monitors for a persistent 
world game environment in accordance with the illustrative 
embodiments. 

(0098. More particularly, with reference to FIG. 12A, 
game server 1210 observes the interactions and may gener 
ate events. Game server 1210 then records the results of the 
events in an information/game database. Game server 1210 
also broadcasts events to all of the online players affected by 
the events within game clients. In the depicted example, 
game server 1210 also broadcasts events to client device 
1210, which is associated with an offline player. 
0099. At client device 1220, player agent 1222 applies 
offline player rules 1224 to events received from game 
server 1210. Player agent 1222 may be a small monitor 
application running on client device 1220. For example, 
player agent 1222 may be a terminate-and-stay-ready (TSR) 
program or other program that runs in the background. 
Certain offline player rules may instruct player agent 1222 to 
launch game client Software 1226 in response to particular 
events. For example, consider the following example of an 
offline player rule: 

0.100 when(attackonself, launch) 
This example rule instructs player agent 1222 to launch 
game client Software 1226 in response to an attack on the 
player's character. A person of ordinary skill in the art will 
recognize that the syntax of the offline player rules will 
depend on the specific persistent world online game. 
0101. An offline player may be taking a break to get some 
work done, answer emails, or shop online, for example. If a 
significant event happens in the virtual world, the player 
agent automatically launches the game client for the player, 
who can then jump right into the action. Thus, the player 
may wait for particular event to occur in the persistent 
virtual world without losing precious time in the real world. 
0102 Turning to FIG. 12B, game server 1210 observes 
the interactions and may generate events. In the depicted 
example, game server 1210 also broadcasts events to client 
device 1210, which is associated with an offline player. At 
client device 1220, player agent 1222 applies offline player 
rules 1224 to events received from game server 1210. 
Certain offline player rules may instruct player agent 1222 to 
launch game client Software 1226 in response to particular 
eVentS. 

0103) In the example depicted in FIG. 12B, player agent 
1222 may present dialog 1228 to the offline player. The 
instruction to present dialog 1228 before launching game 
client 1226 may be specified in a profile (not shown) or in 
offline player rules 1224. Dialog 1228 may prompt the user 
to decide whether to launch game client software 1226. If 
the user selects to launch game client 1226 by interacting 
with dialog 1228, player agent 1222 launches game client 
software 1226. If the user selects not to launch game client 
1226, then player agent 1222 may ignore the event or 
perform some other action, such as sending an event noti 
fication to the offline player. In addition, player agent 1222 
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may decide not to launch game client 1226 if the user does 
not interact with dialog 1228 within a predetermined period 
of time. 

0104. With reference now to FIG. 12C, game server 1260 
observes the interactions and may generate events. Game 
server 1260 then records the results of the events in an 
information/game database (not shown). Game server 1260 
also broadcasts events to all of the online players affected by 
the events within game clients. In the depicted example, 
player agent 1262 monitors events at game server 1260. 
Game server 1260 and player agent 1262 may be embodied 
on the same physical machine. Alternatively, player agent 
1262 may be embodied on a different machine, such as a 
notification server. 

0105 Player agent 1262 applies offline player rules 1264 
to events observed at game server 1260. Certain offline 
player rules may instruct player agent 1262 to launch game 
client software 1276 at client device 1270 in response to 
particular events. If an offline player rule instructs player 
agent 1262 to launch game client 1276, player agent 1262 
sends a launch request to launcher component 1272 at client 
device 1270. Launcher component 1272 may be a small 
monitor application running on client device 1270. For 
example, launcher component 1272 may be a terminate-and 
stay-ready (TSR) program or other program that runs in the 
background. Responsive to a launch request being received 
from player agent 1762, launcher component launches game 
client software 1276. 

0106 Turning to FIG. 12D, game server 1260 observes 
the interactions and may generate events. Game server 1260 
then records the results of the events in an information/game 
database (not shown). Game server 1260 also broadcasts 
events to all of the online players affected by the events 
within game clients. In the depicted example, player agent 
1262 monitors events at game server 1260. Game server 
1260 and player agent 1262 may be embodied on the same 
physical machine. Alternatively, player agent 1262 may be 
embodied on a different machine. Such as a notification 
SeVe. 

0107 Player agent 1262 applies offline player rules 1264 
to events observed at game server 1260. Certain offline 
player rules may instruct player agent 1262 to launch game 
client software 1276 at client device 1270 in response to 
particular events. If an offline player rule instructs player 
agent 1262 to launch game client 1276, player agent 1262 
may send notification message 1282 to the offline player 
with instructions for launching the game client Software 
1276 on client device 1270. Perhaps during the users offline 
time, the user is out cleaning the garage or visiting with a 
next-door neighbor. The user may then receive event noti 
fication message 1282 on a messaging device (not shown), 
Such as a wireless phone or personal digital assistant, and 
return reply message 1284. Reply message 1284 may 
include a command to launch game client software 1276 on 
client device 1270. 

0108 If reply message 1284 includes a command to 
launch game client 1276, player agent 1262 sends a launch 
request to launcher component 1272 at client device 1270. 
Launcher component 1272 may be a small monitor appli 
cation running on client device 1270. For example, launcher 
component 1272 may be a terminate-and-stay-ready (TSR) 
program or other program that runs in the background. 
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Responsive to a launch request being received from player 
agent 1262, launcher component launches game client soft 
ware 1276. 
0109 The offline player may send a message to launch 
the client application. Then, the offline player returns from 
his or her offline task, such as cleaning out the garage, to 
start playing and interacting with the virtual world. This 
process saves time by allowing the offline player to overlap 
the launching and logging onto the game with finishing a 
non-game related task. 
0110. With reference now to FIG. 12E. game server 1260 
observes the interactions and may generate events. Game 
server 1260 then records the results of the events in an 
information/game database (not shown). Game server 1260 
also broadcasts events to all of the online players affected by 
the events within game clients. In the depicted example, 
player agent 1262 monitors events at game server 1260. 
Game server 1260 and player agent 1262 may be embodied 
on the same physical machine. Alternatively, player agent 
1262 may be embodied on a different machine, such as a 
notification server. 
0111 Player agent 1262 applies offline player rules 1264 
to events observed at game server 1260. Certain offline 
player rules may instruct player agent 1262 to launch game 
client software 1276 at client device 1270 in response to 
particular events. If an offline player rule instructs player 
agent 1262 to launch game client 1276, player agent 1262 
may send notification message 1282 to the offline player 
with instructions for launching the game client software 
1276 on client device 1270. Perhaps during the users offline 
time, the user is out cleaning the garage or visiting with a 
next-door neighbor. The user may then receive event noti 
fication message 1282 on a messaging device (not shown), 
Such as a wireless phone or personal digital assistant, and 
return reply message 1284. Reply message 1284 may 
include a command to launch game client software 1276 on 
client device 1270. 
0112) If reply message 1284 includes a command to 
launch game client 1276, player agent 1262 sends a launch 
request to client device 1270. Client device 1270 receives 
the launch request at network interface 1278. If client device 
is not powered on, or in a “sleep mode, then network 
interface 1278 “wakes’ client device 1270 using a remote 
wake-up technique. 
0113 Remote wake-up is the ability for the power in a 
client station to be turned on by the network. Typically, 
remote wake-up enables an administrator to upgrade soft 
ware and perform other management tasks on users 
machines. It also enables remote users to gain access to 
machines that have been turned off. Remote wake-up is also 
referred to as “wake-on-LAN.” 
0114 Launcher component 1272 may be a small monitor 
application running on client device 1270. For example, 
launcher component 1272 may be a terminate-and-stay 
ready (TSR) program or other program that runs in the 
background. In this embodiment, launcher component 1272 
is configured to run when client device 1270 wakes. When 
launcher component 1272 initializes, it checks to see if client 
device 1270 powered on due to a launch request being 
received at network interface 1278. Responsive to a launch 
request being received at network interface 1278, launcher 
component 1272 launches game client software 1276. 
0115 FIG. 13 depicts a game client launcher dialog user 
interface in accordance with accordance with an illustrative 
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embodiment. Launcher dialog window 1300 may be pre 
sented on one of game clients 302 in FIG. 3, for example. 
Launcher dialog window 1300 includes event text 1302, 
which notifies the user of the particular event that triggered 
the wake-on-event action. Event text 1302 also prompts the 
user for an action. In this case, event text 1302 asks the user 
whether to launch the game client. 
0116 Launcher dialog window 1300 also includes “Yes” 
button 1304, which the user may select to launch the game 
client, and “No” button 1306, which the user may select to 
decline the launch request and continue working. A person 
of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that other user 
interface elements and interactions may be used to indicate 
a desire to launch the game client, or a desire not to launch 
the game client. For example, the user may interact with 
dialog interface 1300 using keystrokes, voice commands, or 
the like. 

0117 FIG. 14 depicts a notification event message with 
launch instructions presented on a wireless phone display in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment. Message dis 
play 1400 may be presented on one of messaging clients 304 
in FIG.3, for example. Message display 1400 includes a text 
message display portion 1410, which includes event notifi 
cation content and launch instructions. In the depicted 
example, the event notification alerts the player that the 
player's character is under attack. 
0118. The reply instructions tell the player how to send a 
message into the event notification server to launch the game 
client software on the user's client device. In this example, 
the player may select “Reply' button 1422 and reply to the 
message with the word “launch” to wake the game client 
Software on the player's game client device. 
0119 FIG. 15 depicts a message for performing an offline 
action on a wireless phone display in accordance with an 
exemplary embodiment. Message composition display 1500 
may be presented on one of messaging clients 304 in FIG. 
3, for example. Message composition display 1500 includes 
message entry portion 1510. The player may enter a message 
to the game server in message entry portion 1510. In the 
depicted example, the player enters the command '-launch> 
20 minutes' to wake the game client in 20 minutes; however, 
the message may comprise other specific instructions for 
offline player actions or rules. In particular, the player may 
use templates or a specific syntax for composing messages. 
When message composition is complete, the player may 
select “Send' button 1512 to send the message to the event 
notification server. 

0120 In one exemplary embodiment, message composi 
tion display 1500 may include a selectable control to allow 
the offline player to use the offline rules to interact with the 
game server or to not interact. The selectable control may be 
a simple checkbox. This would allow the offline player to 
quickly respond to the game using the rules, launch the 
client, an then take over control when the offline player 
return from his or her offline task, Such as cleaning out the 
garage. 

0121. Also, as mentioned above, the offline player may 
request a view of the virtual world to determine how quickly 
he or she needs to react or to determine what action to take 
(e.g., let the offline rules handle the event or drop the current 
offline task to respond). Thus, the offline player may weight 
the consequences of missing an online game event versus 
the consequences of shirking real world duties. 
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0.122 FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for waking a game client in response to game 
events within a persistent virtual game world in accordance 
with an illustrative embodiment. It will be understood that 
each block of the flowchart illustrations, and combinations 
of blocks in the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented 
by computer program instructions. These computer program 
instructions may be provided to a processor or other pro 
grammable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, 
Such that the instructions which execute on the processor or 
other programmable data processing apparatus create means 
for implementing the functions specified in the flowchart 
block or blocks. These computer program instructions may 
also be embodied in a computer-readable memory, storage 
medium, or transmission medium that can direct a processor 
or other programmable data processing apparatus to function 
in a particular manner, Such that the instructions stored in the 
computer-readable memory, storage medium, or transmis 
sion medium produce an article of manufacture including 
instruction means that implement the functions specified in 
the flowchart block or blocks. 
I0123. Accordingly, blocks of the flowchart illustrations 
Support combinations of means for performing the specified 
functions, combinations of steps for performing the speci 
fied functions and program instruction means for performing 
the specified functions. It will also be understood that each 
block of the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by 
special purpose hardware-based computer systems which 
perform the specified functions or steps, or by combinations 
of special purpose hardware and computer instructions. 
0.124 With particular reference to FIG. 16, operation 
begins when the player goes offline, and the player agent 
obtains a set of offline player rules (block 1602). The player 
agent activates the event monitor (block 1604). The player 
agent then determines whether the player is online (block 
1606). The player is considered online when the player is 
logged into the game server through a game client and 
interacting with the persistent virtual world on a regular 
basis. If the player is currently online, then the player agent 
disables the event monitor (block 1608), and operation ends. 
0.125 If the player is not online—that is, the player is 
currently offline—then the event monitor determines 
whether an event is observed by or generated by the game 
server (block 1610). If the event monitor does not detect an 
event, operation returns to block 1606 to determine if the 
player is still offline. 
0.126 If the event monitor detects an event in block 1610, 
the player agent determines whether the event triggers an 
offline player rule (block 1612). If the event does not trigger 
a rule, operation returns to block 1606 to determine if the 
player is still offline. However, if the event does trigger an 
offline player rule in block 1612, then the player agent 
launches the game client software (block 1614). Then, 
operation proceeds to block 1608 to disable the event 
monitor and operation ends. 
I0127. In one embodiment, the player agent runs on the 
same physical machine as the game client software. In this 
exemplary embodiment, launching the game client may 
comprise sending commands to the operating system to 
begin execution of the game client software. In a further 
exemplary embodiment, launching the game client may also 
comprise automatically logging the player into the game 
client. 
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0128. In another embodiment, the player agent runs on a 
remote machine, such as public game server 312 in FIG. 3, 
for example. In this exemplary embodiment, launching the 
game client may comprise sending a launch request to a 
launcher application running on the game client, such as 
launcher 1272 in FIGS. 12C and 12D, for example. The 
launcher application may simply run in the background 
waiting for a launch request. Responsive to receiving a 
launch request, the launcher application handles launching 
the game client at the client device, as will be described in 
further detail below. 
0129 FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for prompting a user to wake a game client in 
response to game events within a persistent virtual game 
world in accordance with an illustrative embodiment. 
Operation begins when the player goes offline, and the 
player agent obtains a set of offline player rules (block 
1702). The player agent activates the event monitor (block 
1704). The player agent then determines whether the player 
is online (block 1706). The player is considered online when 
the player is logged into the game server through a game 
client and interacting with the persistent virtual world on a 
regular basis. If the player is currently online, then the player 
agent disables the event monitor (block 1708), and operation 
ends. 
0130. If the player is not online—that is, the player is 
currently offline—then the event monitor determines 
whether an event is observed by or generated by the game 
server (block 1710). If the event monitor does not detect an 
event, operation returns to block 1706 to determine if the 
player is still offline. 
0131) If the event monitor detects an event in block 1710, 
the player agent determines whether the event triggers an 
offline player rule (block 1712). If the event does not trigger 
a rule, operation returns to block 1706 to determine if the 
player is still offline. However, if the event does trigger an 
offline player rule in block 1712, then the player agent 
generates and presents a launcher dialog prompting the user 
for a launch decision (block 1714). The launch dialog may 
be the dialog user interface illustrated in FIG. 13, for 
example; however, a person of ordinary skill in the art will 
recognize that the exact presentation of dialog may vary 
depending upon the implementation. For example, the dia 
log may be presented using voice prompts similar to the 
manner in which a user is alerted to email messages and the 
like. 

0132) Next, the player agent determines whether to 
launch the game client software based on user interaction 
with the launcher dialog (block 1716). If the user performs 
an interaction that indicates a desire to not launch the game 
client software or if a predetermined period of time expires 
without any user interaction, then the player agent deter 
mines that the user does not wish to launch the game client, 
and operation returns to block 1706 to determine if the 
player is still offline. 
0133) If the player performs an interaction that indicates 
a desire to launch the game client software in block 1716, the 
player agent launches the game client software (block 1718). 
Then, operation proceeds to block 1708 to disable the event 
monitor and operation ends. In one embodiment, the player 
agent runs on the same physical machine as the game client 
Software. In this exemplary embodiment, launching the 
game client may comprise sending commands to the oper 
ating system to begin execution of the game client software. 
In a further exemplary embodiment, launching the game 
client may also comprise automatically logging the player 
into the game client. 
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0.134 FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
player agent for notifying an offline player in response to 
game events within a persistent virtual game world and 
automatically launching a game client in accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment. Operation begins when the player 
goes offline, and the player agent obtains a set of offline 
player rules (block 1802). The player agent activates the 
event monitor (block 1804). The player agent then deter 
mines whether the player is online (block 1806). The player 
is considered online when the player is logged into the game 
server through a game client and interacting with the per 
sistent virtual world on a regular basis. If the player is 
currently online, then the player agent disables the event 
monitor (block 1808), and operation ends. 
I0135) If the player is not online—that is, the player is 
currently offline—then the event monitor determines 
whether an event is observed by or generated by the game 
server (block 1810). If the event monitor detects an event in 
block 1810, the player agent determines whether the event 
triggers an offline player rule (block 1812). If the event does 
trigger an offline player rule in block 1812, then the player 
agent generates an event notification message (block 1814) 
and sends the message to the offline player (block 1816). 
Thereafter, operation returns to block 1806 to determine if 
the player is still offline. 
0.136. If the event monitor does not detect an event in 
block 1810 or an event is detected but does not trigger an 
offline player rule in block 1812, the player agent determines 
whether a launch message is received from a messaging 
client associated with the offline player (block 1818). If the 
player agent receives a message from the offline player that 
includes a launch command, the player agent launches the 
game client (block 1820). Thereafter, operation proceeds to 
block 1808 to disable the event monitor and operation ends. 
If the player agent does not receive a message from the 
offline player that includes a launch command in block 1818, 
operation returns to block 1806 to determine if the player is 
Still offline. 

0.137 In one embodiment, the player agent runs on the 
same physical machine as the game client software. In this 
exemplary embodiment, launching the game client may 
comprise sending commands to the operating system to 
begin execution of the game client software. In a further 
exemplary embodiment, launching the game client may also 
comprise automatically logging the player into the game 
client. 

0.138. In another embodiment, the player agent runs on a 
remote machine, such as game server 312 or notification 
server 314 in FIG. 3, for example. In this exemplary 
embodiment, launching the game client may comprise send 
ing a launch request to a launcher application running on the 
game client, such as launcher 1272 in FIGS. 12C and 12D, 
for example. The launcher application may simply run in the 
background waiting for a launch request. Responsive to 
receiving a launch request, the launcher application handles 
launching the game client at the client device, as will be 
described in further detail below. 
I0139 FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating operation of a 
launcher application running on a game client in accordance 
with an illustrative embodiment. In one embodiment, opera 
tion begins whenever a user initiates execution of the 
launcher application. In an alternative embodiment, the 
client device has remote wake-up capabilities, and the 
launcher application begins execution when the client device 
powers on. The launcher application activates a request 
monitor (block 1904). The launcher application then deter 
mines whether a launch request is received (block 1906). If 
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the launcher application does not receive a launch request, 
then the launcher application repeats block 1906 until a 
launch request is received. In the case of a remote wake-up 
network interface, the launcher application may determine 
in block 1906 whether the client device woke, or powered 
on, due to a launch request being received at the network 
interface. 

0140. If the launcher application receives a launch 
request in block 1906, the launcher application wakes the 
game client software (block 1908). Waking the game client 
may comprise sending one or more commands to the oper 
ating system to begin execution of the game client software. 
Thereafter, the launcher application automatically logs the 
player into the game server through the game client Software 
(block 1910), and operation ends. 
0141. Thus, the illustrative embodiments solve the dis 
advantages of the prior art by providing a mechanism for 
automatically “waking or “launching a game client in 
response to particular game events occurring within a per 
sistent world online game. A player agent for an offline 
player includes an event monitor that monitors for events 
that occur in a persistent virtual world maintained by a game 
server. When a game event occurs that triggers an offline 
player rule, the player agent may automatically activate 
execution of game client software. The player agent may 
also automatically log the player into the game server 
through the game client software. The player agent may 
generate and present a launcher dialog prompting the offline 
player whether to launch the game client software. Alterna 
tively, the player agent may send a notification message to 
a messaging device of the offline player with instructions for 
launching the game client Software remotely. Responsive to 
receipt of a message including a launch command, the player 
agent may automatically launch the game client Software on 
a game client device associated with the offline player. A 
launcher application may run on the game client device to 
monitor for launch requests from a remote player agent. 
0142. It is important to note that while the present inven 
tion has been described in the context of a fully functioning 
data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art will 
appreciate that the processes of the present invention are 
capable of being distributed in the form of a computer 
readable medium of instructions and a variety of forms and 
that the present invention applies equally regardless of the 
particular type of signal bearing media actually used to carry 
out the distribution. Examples of computer readable media 
include recordable-type media, Such as a floppy disk, a hard 
disk drive, a RAM, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, and transmis 
Sion-type media, Such as digital and analog communications 
links, wired or wireless communications links using trans 
mission forms, such as, for example, radio frequency and 
light wave transmissions. The computer readable media may 
take the form of coded formats that are decoded for actual 
use in a particular data processing system. 
0143. The description of the present invention has been 
presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is 
not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in 
the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The 
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention, the practical appli 
cation, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to 
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understand the invention for various embodiments with 
various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for launching a game client responsive to 

game events within a persistent virtual world online game 
managed by a game server, wherein the game server 
observes and generates game events for the persistent virtual 
world online game, the method comprising: 

activating a player agent for an offline player, wherein the 
player agent has an associated set of offline player rules 
and wherein at least one offline player rule within the 
set of offline player rules defines a client launch event 
responsive to which the offline player wishes to launch 
a game client Software on a game client device asso 
ciated with the offline player; 

monitoring, by the player agent, for an occurrence of the 
launch event; and 

responsive to an occurrence of the launch event, auto 
matically launching the game client software on the 
game client device associated with the offline player. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the player agent 
executes within the game server. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the player agent 
executes at a game client device associated with the offline 
player when the player is not logged into a game client 
application at the game client device. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein automatically launch 
ing the game client software comprises: 

sending a launch request from the player agent to a 
launcher application running on the game client device 
associated with the offline player; and 

responsive to receipt of the launch request at the launcher 
application, sending one or more commands to an 
operating system on the game client device associated 
with the offline player to begin execution of the game 
client software. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein automatically launch 
ing the game client software comprises: 

presenting a launcher dialog interface prompting the 
offline player whether to launch the game client soft 
ware; and 

responsive to an interaction from the offline player indi 
cating to launch the game client Software, sending one 
or more commands to an operating system on the game 
client device associated with the offline player to begin 
execution of the game client Software. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein automatically launch 
ing the game client software comprises: 

sending an event notification message to a messaging 
device associated with the offline player, wherein the 
event notification message includes instructions for 
launching the game client software; and 

responsive to receipt of a launch message from the 
messaging device associated with the offline player 
including a launch command, launching the game 
client software on the game client device associated 
with the offline player. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein automatically launch 
ing the game client software comprises: 

sending a launch request from the player agent to the 
game client device associated with the offline player, 
and 
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responsive to receipt of the launch request at a network 
interface within the game client device associated with 
the offline player, performing a remote wake-up of the 
game client device. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein automatically launch 
ing the game client Software further comprises: 

upon completion of the remote wake-up, determining, by 
a launcher application running on the game client 
device, that the launch request was received at the 
network interface; and 

sending, by the launcher application, one or more com 
mands to an operating system on the game client device 
associated with the offline player to begin execution of 
the game client software. 

9. A data processing system for launching a game client 
responsive to game events within a persistent virtual world 
online game, the data processing system comprising: 

a game server that observes and generates game events for 
a persistent virtual world; and 

a player agent that has an associated set of offline player 
rules, wherein at least one offline player rule within the 
set of offline player rules defines a client launch event 
responsive to which the offline player wishes to launch 
a game client software on a game client device asso 
ciated with the offline player; 

wherein the player agent monitors for an occurrence of 
the launch event; and 

wherein, responsive to an occurrence of the launch event, 
the player agent automatically launches the game client 
Software on the game client device associated with the 
offline player. 

10. The data processing system of claim 9, wherein the 
player agent executes within the game server. 

11. The data processing system of claim 9, wherein the 
player agent executes at a game client device associated with 
the offline player when the player is not logged into a game 
client application at the game client device. 

12. The data processing system of claim 9, wherein the 
player agent automatically launches the game client soft 
ware by: 

sending a launch request from the player agent to the 
game client device associated with the offline player, 
and 

wherein, responsive to receipt of the launch request at a 
network interface within the game client device, the 
game client device performs a remote wake-up of the 
game client device. 

13. The data processing system of claim 12, wherein, 
upon completion of the remote wake-up, a launcher appli 
cation running on the game client device determines that the 
launch request was received at the network interface and 
sends one or more commands to an operating system on the 
game client device associated with the offline player to begin 
execution of the game client Software. 

14. The data processing system of claim 9, wherein the 
game client device associated with the offline player is a 
personal computer or a video game console. 

15. A computer program product comprising a computer 
useable medium having a computer readable program, 
wherein the computer readable program, when executed on 
a computing device, causes the computing device to: 

activate a player agent for an offline player, wherein the 
player agent has an associated set of offline player rules 
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and wherein at least one offline player rule within the 
set of offline player rules defines a client launch event 
responsive to which the offline player wishes to launch 
a game client Software on a game client device asso 
ciated with the offline player; 

monitor, by the player agent, for an occurrence of the 
launch event; and 

responsive to an occurrence of the launch event, auto 
matically launch the game client Software on the game 
client device associated with the offline player. 

16. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein 
automatically launching the game client Software comprises: 

sending a launch request from the player agent to a 
launcher application running on the game client device 
associated with the offline player; and 

responsive to receipt of the launch request at the launcher 
application, sending one or more commands to an 
operating system on the game client device associated 
with the offline player to begin execution of the game 
client software. 

17. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein 
automatically launching the game client Software comprises: 

presenting a launcher dialog interface prompting the 
offline player whether to launch the game client soft 
ware; and 

responsive to an interaction from the offline player indi 
cating to launch the game client Software, sending one 
or more commands to an operating system on the game 
client device associated with the offline player to begin 
execution of the game client Software. 

18. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein 
automatically launching the game client Software comprises: 

sending an event notification message to a messaging 
device associated with the offline player, wherein the 
event notification message includes instructions for 
launching the game client software; and 

responsive to receipt of a launch message from the 
messaging device associated with the offline player 
including a launch command, launching the game 
client software on the game client device associated 
with the offline player. 

19. The computer program product of claim 15, wherein 
automatically launching the game client Software comprises: 

sending a launch request from the player agent to the 
game client device associated with the offline player, 
and 

responsive to receipt of the launch request at a network 
interface within the game client device associated with 
the offline player, performing a remote wake-up of the 
game client device. 

20. The computer program product of claim 19, wherein 
automatically launching the game client Software further 
comprises: 
upon completion of the remote wake-up, determining, by 

a launcher application running on the game client 
device, that the launch request was received at the 
network interface; and 

sending, by the launcher application, one or more com 
mands to an operating system on the game client device 
associated with the offline player to begin execution of 
the game client software. 
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